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ABSTRACT:In this work, we present a novel grid-connected solar power system based on fuzzy 

logic controllers. In grid-connected Photovoltaic (PV) systems, interharmonics are posing a new set 

of power quality issues. In the last research the emission of PV inverters field with the evidence that 

verified and primary sources of MPPT fields of interharmonic, withMPPT being one of the 

interharmonics. The characteristic of PV system'sinterharmonicareMPPT factors showssignificant 

influence on sampling rate. The performance of MPPT and interharmonic emission is kept in trade-

off. Usage of MPPT sampling will be very, for example, The efficiency of MPPT will be increasing 

simultaneously with interharmonicemission levels. The main purpose of this study is to create a new 

mitigation approach to identify the issue in PV systemsfor interharmonics. The suggested \technique 

algorithm in MPPT to choosesample rate in between the fast and slow values. The efficiency of 

output current will be minimized with the Because of the frequency of spectrum distribution, the 

interharmonics.On a single-phase grid-connected PV system, the efficacy of the proposed 

interharmonic mitigation has been demonstrated inMATLAB/SIMLINK environments. 

KEYWORDS: FLC controller, MPPT, sampling rate, Interharmonics. 

I.INTRODUCTION: 

In photovoltaic network system the advanced level of filtering system the prominent issues or lattice 

sagucht.  The power quality is the most important issue in renewal energy grid synchronization 

special in the case PV network latticly associated power quality issues like interharmonics are more 

which are characterised as frequent occurrence part in the network. There are some many research 

papers explained in detail about interharmonics present inverter of PV network through mathematical 

as well as actual output.  Even though so many sophisticated method applied to control the 

interharomics it is absorbed that, it required still improvement in controlling interharomics and 

improve the power system quality of the power. The interharomics cases the power quality 

parameters directly such as voltage fluctuation. Total harmonic distortion and also lead to the 

disconnection of PV network from the grid. 

The research done up to the present on interharomics describing that the cause are because of 

dynamic change in so for irradiance in PV system rapped change in voltage, current also inefficient 

PV system inverter with MMPT control strategy.  The interharomics are sourced from current 

magnetited change or phase angle change create sidebar component of fundamental frequency and its 
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harmonics frequency’s. The static converter switching which is not synchronization with power 

system frequency also be the source of interharmonics. 

In the case worst condition, the interharmonics may trigger the PV protection unit to isolate the PV 

system unintentionally for the grid. This unintentionally of operation may leads to the system 

stability to a large scale. To meet the drastic energy demand PV system penetration also increasing in 

which the static device switching operation through tradical MPPT, the impact of interharmonics 

can’t be reduced. The main characteristic of interharmonicsare its frequency component is non 

integer multiples of fundamental frequency. From this discussion, the interharmonics severed as 

important factor in system stability which can be measured in grid current and can be medicated with 

efficient MPPT control scheme. In this artical we proposed a fuzzy logic based MPPT control 

algorithm and its performance is validated by comparing with P & O algorithm. 

II.PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

A. Configuration of a system 

The trial test in this paper is directed dependent on the single-stage PV inverter is shown in Fig. 1, 

the framework boundaries are given in Table I. The PV inverter is utilized to control the force 

extraction from the PV exhibits and convert it to the air conditioner power. The augment of PV 

energy yield, the working voltage of the PV clusters will be compared with dc-connect voltage vdc 

to calculate the control of MPPT. The dc-interface voltage vdc is managed to control the yield 

current and current regulator, where the the yield current sin(θg) is utilized Phase-Locked Loop 

(PLL). 

 

Fig. 1. System diagram and control structure. 
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TABLE IThe specifications of the PV module MSX60 

Parameters Label Value 

Short Circuit current ISC 3.8 A 

Open circuit voltage VOC 21.1V 

Current at Pmax IMRP 3.5 A 

Voltage at Pmax VMRP 17.1 V 

Maximum Power PMRP 59.85 W 

VOC coef. of temperature KV -0.08 V/⁰ C 

ISC coef. of temperature KI 3e
-3

 A/⁰ C 

Cell in series per module n 36 

 

B. Maximum Power Point Tracking 

The calculation is fundamental PV framework to working with the PV arrays, MPPT and amplified 

with the energy. In this the calculation of Perturb and Observe (P&O) andMPPT by step-size and the 

MPPT inspected boundaries. The significant attribute of the P&O MPPT calculation which include 

additionally slope of climbing MPPT techniques. This conduct is displayed in Fig. 2, PV inverter 

works with consistent solar irradiance condition. Two MPPT are used and one is around 2.5 Hz and 

next is around 5 Hz are utilized in the PV framework with various MPPT testing rates. Contrasting 

the working condition and multiple times distinction in the testing rate can plainly show their effect 

on the interharmonic attributes. It very well may be seen that the PV arrays voltage sways inside 

three working focuses, which relate to the "highest point of the slope" in the power voltage normal 

for the PV arrays. This is accomplished when the examining rate is appropriately chosen underneath 

the PV-power. The recurrence of the swaying is relative to the MPPT inspecting rate. the wavering is 

corresponding to the MPPT inspecting rate. 

The beneath table 2 addresses the standard base of fuzzy logic controller with 5*5 =25 rule base 

addresses. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 Fuzzy logic rule base table 

Where: 

PB=Positive big 

PS= Positive small 

 Error (E) 

Modified 

Error 

(ME) 

 NB NS Z PS PB 

NB NB NB NS NS Z 

NS NB NS NS Z PS 

Z NS NS Z PS PS 

PS NS Z PS PS PB 

PB Z PS PS PB PB 
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Z = Zero 

NS= Negative small 

NB= Negative big 

NS= Negative small 

E = Error 

ME= Modified Error 

If error is NB and modified error is NB then the resultant is NB 

If error is NB and modified error is NS then the resultant is NB 

If error is NB and modified error is EZ then the resultant is NS 

If error is NB and modified error is PS then the resultant is NS 

If error is NB and modified error is PB then the resultant is EZ 

If error is NS and modified error is NB then the resultant is NB 

If error is NS and modified error is NS then the resultant is NS 

If error is NS and modified error is EZ then the resultant is NS 

If error is NS and modified error is PS then the resultant is EZ 

If error is NS and modified error is PB then the resultant is PS 

If error is EZ and modified error is NB then the resultant is NS 

If error is EZ and modified error is NS then the resultant is NS 

If error is EZ and modified error is EZ then the resultant is EZ 

If error is EZ and modified error is PS then the resultant is PS 

If error is EZ and modified error is PB then the resultant is PS. 

If error is PS and modified error is NB then the resultant is NS 

If error is PS and modified error is NS then the resultant is NS 

If error is PS and modified error is EZ then the resultant is EZ 

If error is PS and modified error is PS then the resultant is PS 

If error is PS and modified error is PB then the resultant is PB 

If error is PB and modified error is NB then the resultant is EZ 

If error is PB and modified error is NS then the resultant is PS 
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If error is PB and modified error is EZ then the resultant is PS 

If error is PB and modified error is PS then the resultant is PB 

If error is PB and modified error is PB then the resultant is PB. 

III.SIMULATION RESULTS: 

 

FIG.3 PROPOSED SIMULINK DIAGRAM 

CASE 1: Sampling Rate At 2.5HZ 

Fmppt-2.5HZ 

 

FIG 4. DC VOLTAGE AND GRID CURRENTS 

CASE 2 SAMLING RATE Fmppt-5HZ] 

 

FIG 5. DC VOLTAGE AND GRID CURRENTS 
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CASE 3 : PROPOSED SYSTEM( RANDOMLY SELECTED SAMPLING RATE)Fmppt-Random 

 

FIG 6. DC VOLTAGE AND GRID CURRENTSEfficiencyFmppt=2.5HZ 

 

FIG 7 EFFICIENCY OF SAMPLING RATE AT 2.5HZFmppt=5HZ 

 

FIG 8 EFFICIENCY OF SAMPLING RATE AT 5HZ 

 

FIG.9. % THD OF GRID CURRENT WITH PI CONTROLLER 
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FIG 10 % THD PROPOSED FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we propose FLC based solar took care of microgrid. In ordinary MPPT execution, it is a 

compromised with the discharged with harmonics, MPPT effectively chosen with the inspecting pace 

is calculated. While tackle this issue, PV based FLC framework has been proposedby in in this paper 

with the help interharmonics. The proposed technique to calculate by arbitrarily testing pace of the 

MPPT. Thusly, the frequency range of the yield current can be smoothening and the abundancy by 

the predominant withinterharmonics. In addition, the MPPT execution of the proposed alleviating 

arrangement can be kept up with near the traditional MPPT activity with a quick MPPT examining 

rate, where comparable following productivity during a powerful working condition can be 

accomplished. The presentation of the proposed technique has been approved in 

MTLAB/SIMULINK. 
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